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Semi Mobile Crushing & Screening Plant 

 

We are the leading organization in the industry, highly engaged in 
manufacturing and supplying the best quality range of Semi Mobile 

Crushing And Screening Plant. The provided plant ensures a cost-effective 
method for fulfilling low quantity or limited time crushing requirements 

such as a road construction project or patch repair works. The offered 
plant is carefully assembled by our highly experienced professionals using 

the modern technology. Offered plant is highly appreciated by our clients 
owing to its easy installation and long service life. 
  

Semi Mobile Crushing Plants are built ready-mounted on their own travel 
gear. Semi-mobile plants comes ready to operate with its own feed 

hopper, feed conveyor, discharge conveyor and material transfer belt. The 
size and design of the crusher naturally depends upon the work that it is 

intended and always to be recommended when a change of location in 
long periods is required in order to optimize the raw material 

transportation- and operational-costs of the quarry department. 

 

Features: 

 

 Less maintenance 

 Long service life 

 Easy to install 

 

Product Description: 

Such plants can be tailor made to suit factors such as application, 

capacity and site conditions. Careful static and dynamic load analysis is 

undertaken by our highly experienced design team while designing 

such plants, also keeping in mind the mobility factor. This type of a 

plant primarily consists of a jaw crusher (single or double toggle) and 

Screen (vibrating or rotary type) mounted on a trolley, below which 

steel or pneumatic wheels are provided for mobility. Small belt 

conveyor (s) may also be incorporated, if needed. The trolley, 

fabricated of heavy steel sections, also has jacks for parking during 

running of the plant, for the purpose of with standing the heavy shock 

load. Plant can be designed to run by electric motor or clutch mounted 
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oil engine. View has the distinction of supply of highly successful Semi 

Mobile Crushing units to a number of reputed construction contractors 

based in India. 
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